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Electrophysiological Studies of Visual Attention and Resource Allocation

S.A. Hillyard, G.R. Mangun and S.J. Luck

The objective of this project has been to better understand mechanisms of visual selective attention in humans, both at the level of perceptual processing and at the level of the underlying brain mechanisms. The main approach has been to record event-related brain potentials (ERPs) from the intact scalp using multielectrode arrays. Selective attention to stimulus location was found to enhance short-latency brain evoked activity, and analysis of current source densities indicated that visual inputs were subject to attentional control at or before the level of the pre-striate occipital cortex. Similar patterns of early sensory modulation were found during spatially focussed attention to rapid sequences of unilateral stimuli, to single stimuli occurring at precued locations, and to bilateral stimulus arrays. Applications of these techniques for evaluating how human operators allocate their attention to visual displays are discussed.
Objectives

The principal objective of this project has been to better understand mechanisms of visual selective attention in humans both at the level of perceptual processing and at the level of the underlying brain mechanisms. The primary experimental approach is the recording of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) from the intact scalp using multi-electrode arrays. The ERPs are voltage oscillations triggered by sensory stimuli that represent the summated electric fields arising from neuronal activity patterns in the afferent pathways and cortical areas engaged in processing the stimulus information. The successive waves or "components" of the human visual ERP are characterized by a latency that indicates the timing of the underlying neural activity, a localization on the scalp determined by the geometry of the active neural tissue, and an amplitude determined by the net synaptic activity in the neuronal generator population (Hillyard and Picton 1987). By studying how selective attention affects specific early and late ERP components, conclusions may be reached about which stages of sensory processing are modulated by attention, which types of sensory information are being enhanced or suppressed, and which brain areas participate in the attentional control processes.

This project has concentrated on analyzing mechanisms of visual spatial attention. Human observers have a remarkable capability for deploying their attention rapidly to the critical regions of a visual scene or display in order to extract the information in an optimal fashion. A rapidly expanding research literature has established that stimuli occurring at or near an attended location are processed more efficiently than are stimuli at some distance from the focus of attention; this enhanced processing may take the form of improved detectability for faint stimuli, improved discriminability of stimulus features and patterns, or speeded motor responses to expected targets (reviewed in Ericksen and Yeh 1985; Prinzmetal et al., 1986; Downing 1988).

A major goal of our project has been to determine whether moving attention to a location results in an improvement of the quality of sensory information that is taken in as opposed to a change in the decision criterion for responding to the attended events. This is a version of the traditional "early" versus "late" selection issue--does attention actually modulate the flow of sensory information at a relatively early level of processing or does it bias higher recognition and decision stages to favor specific inputs? As described below, our finding that short-latency (80-100 msec) ERP components localized to visual cortex are enhanced by spatial attention lends support to the view that information is being gated at the level of sensory processing.
In addition to investigating basic mechanisms of attention, another goal has been to develop ERP measures as indices of attentional allocation to visual displays. An advantage of the ERP method in this regard is that the distribution of attention among the elements of a display can be assessed without requiring any overt motor response from the subject. Thus, the relative amount of attention being paid to multiple elements in the field, both relevant and irrelevant, can be measured unobtrusively without requiring a behavioral response to each class of stimulus event. Such response requirements may in themselves disturb the pattern of attentional allocation away from the principal task at hand. Based on these considerations, our ERP results have applications in the design and evaluation of visual displays and in the on-line monitoring of observer performance/effectiveness in operational environments. As described below, we have recently made a significant advance in this area by showing that the ERPs can index the lateralized focussing of attention within a circumscribed zone of a bilaterally symmetrical display. This means that the ERP method can be applied to a broad class of display contexts in which information is presented simultaneously throughout the visual field.

General Approach

Our basic ERP approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 (Mangun and Hillyard in press). Stimuli are presented unpredictably to specified locations in the right or left visual field, and one of the fields is designated as relevant (either on a trial-by-trial basis or for an entire block of stimuli, depending on task design.). The subject is required to maintain fixation on a central point while discriminating the stimuli at the attended location and ignoring stimuli at the unattended location.

In Figure 1, the stimuli are flashed bars on a video screen, occurring on a random basis either 5 degrees to the right or left of fixation, with inter-stimulus intervals randomized between 250-500 msec. The subject's task is to attend to and discriminate the height of the bars at one location (ignoring the other location) and to press a button upon detecting slightly shorter (target) bars occurring 10% of the time. Attention is sustained to one location over runs lasting 1-2 minutes.

The occipital ERP to these flashed bars consists of a series of prominent voltage peaks or components, including P1 (100-135 msec), N1 (160-190 msec), P2 (220-250 msec) and N2 (260-290 msec) waves. The ERPs shown are in response to left-field flashes, and the earliest components (P1 and N1) have narrowly focussed scalp distributions over the visual cortex contralateral to the field of stimulation in accordance with the anatomical layout of the visual pathways. The effect of attending to the left field flashes is seen to be an enhancement of the P1, N1 and N2
amplitudes (an equivalent enhancement of the ERPs to right field flashes occurs when attention is directed to the right—not shown in Figure 1).

Note: The same pattern of P1-N1 enhancement is seen for all stimuli flashed at an attended location, targets and non-targets alike. Only non-target ERPs are shown in these Figures. Targets waveforms would include later N2 and P300 component which reflect the subjects' correct detection of the task-relevant stimulus.

The waveform properties of these attention-related changes provide information as to the physiological mechanisms of spatial attention. First, the fact that attention is reflected in the earliest observable occipital component (the P1, which onsets as early as 70-75 msec depending on stimulus brightness and eccentricity) indicates that selection for location begins to affect processing at an early stage in the visual pathways. Second, the fact that the attentional change is one of amplitude modulation with no alteration in waveform or scalp distribution indicates the operation of a sensory gain control mechanism at an early stage in the visual pathways. Thus, spatial attention seems to exercise an early input control over the flow of sensory information to higher levels of the visual system, with a relative suppression of inputs from unattended locations (Mangun and Hilliard 1987; 1988; in press).

Localization of Cortical Locus of Attentional Control

In recent studies, we have obtained more precise localization of the attention-sensitive P1 wave by means of 32-channel scalp recordings supplemented by current source density (CSD) analyses. The CSD is calculated as a second spatial derivative transform of the voltage gradients on the scalp, which provides an estimate of the instantaneous electrical currents that are flowing from the brain perpendicularly to the surface at that scalp location (MacKay 1984; Mitzdorf 1985). The two-dimensional CSD distribution over the scalp is obtained by placing electrodes in a geometrical grid such that each electrode sits in the center of a square comprised of four neighboring electrodes (i.e., a Laplacean montage); the second derivative CSD is given by subtracting the average voltage of the four surrounding electrodes from that of the central electrode. By mapping the distribution of the perpendicular currents over the electrode array, the neural generators producing the current flows can be localized within the underlying cortical areas. The CSD analysis is better suited to localizing cortical generators than is simple voltage mapping, since the current flow calculations are reference-free and specifically emphasize superficial rather than deep generator sources (Srebro 1987; Pernier et al., 1988).
A comparison of voltage mappings and the derived CSD mappings is shown in Fig. 2 for the P1 component (100-120 msec) elicited by small rectangular flashes of light in the upper left and right quadrants of the visual field. In this experiment, rectangles were flashed to the four quadrants of the visual fields (ca. 6 degrees from fixation) in random order at interstimulus intervals of 250-450 msec. The subject’s task was to attend selectively to the stimuli at one of the four locations and to press a button upon detecting infrequent "target" stimuli (slightly smaller rectangles) at that location. As is usual in this type of experiment, the flashes at attended locations elicited an enlarged P1 component that did not change in waveshape or scalp distribution in relation to when the flashes were unattended.

The CSD maps in the lower portion of Fig. 2 show the current densities over a grid of 12 Laplacean electrode arrays situated over the posterior scalp. A sharply focussed current source for the P1 wave to attended-flashes is seen over the occipital lobe contralateral to the field of stimulus presentation. A smaller source can be seen in the mirror-image position of the ipsilateral hemisphere, which probably represents transmission of evoked activity across the corpus callosum, since that source appears 15-20 msec later than the principal, contralateral source.

The localization of the P1 generator in relation to cortical areas can be visualized better by superimposing the CSD map over a lateral view of the cerebral hemispheres (Figure 3). This mapping is based on averaged P1 topographic data from eight subjects and uses the data of Homan et al. (1987) for correlating scalp electrode sites with underlying cortical areas. It can be seen that the focus of P1 activity is over the ventral-lateral prestriate cortex (Brodman’s areas 18-19), which suggests that spatial attention acts to modulate the flow of information between primary visual cortex and the higher cortical areas (V4 and inferior temporal lobe) that analyze form and color information.

In monkeys, the ventral-lateral prestriate cortex includes areas V2, VP, and V4, which analyze form and color information received from striate cortex and project outputs to inferior temporal cortex (DeYoe and Van Essen 1988). There are some intriguing correspondences between the human P1 component and the neural activity recorded from area V4 in monkeys. The latencies of V4 units in macaques range from 70-90 msec (Robinson & Rugg 1988), which is in line with the P1 onset latencies of 80-100 msec (depending on stimulus brightness and eccentricity). In addition, Desimone and associates have found that unit activity in the monkey area V4 (but not areas V1 or V2) is sensitive to whether or not attention is being paid to the location of the evoking stimulus (Moran & Desimone 1985; Spitzer et al., 1988). Thus, we would tentatively propose that the P1 amplitude variations observed in our spatial attention paradigms may represent
the attentional control of information transmission through the human homologue of visual area V4. On the basis of present evidence, however, we cannot rule out the possibility that the P1 variations manifested over prestriate areas may be actually imposed at an earlier level of the visual pathway. Further work is needed to bring these lines of research in humans and monkeys together.

II: Attentional Allocation with Bilateral Stimulus Arrays

In previous work we showed that the P1 and N1 components were sensitive indices of the controlled allocation of attention to unilateral arrays of letters flashed briefly to the left and right visual fields (Mangun and Hillyard 1987; 1986; Hillyard and Mangun in press). Both P1 and N1 amplitudes increased monotonically as more attention was allocated to the stimuli in a particular visual field, and ERP amplitudes correlated closely with attention-related increases target detectability. In the studies outlined below, we have extended this work to task situations in which bilaterally symmetrical stimulus arrays were flashed on a screen and subjects had to attend to a restricted portion of the displays in the right or left visual field.

This bilateral stimulus design was investigated: (1) because stimulus arrays of this type allow a high degree of attentional selectivity in behavioral priming studies, (2) because of its relevance to visual displays in operational environments, and (3) because it enabled us to test our hypothesis that the P1 wave reflects an early sensory gain control process during spatially focussed attention (for a more detailed rationale of these studies, see Hillyard et al., in press; Heinze et al., in press).

In the study of Heinze et al. (in press), we presented subjects with briefly flashed arrays of 4 letters, 2 in each visual field, situated 3-5 degrees lateral to fixation (See Fig. 4). These arrays were delivered at a rate of 2/second, and the subject was instructed to attend to the letter pair in one field at a time and to push a button in response to those occasional arrays where the two letters in the attended field were identical (targets). This task produced a highly selective attentional state, such that subjects had no awareness of what letters were presented in the unattended field.

The ERPs to those bilateral letter arrays (Fig. 5, shows ERPs to non-targets) shows the P1 component (80-150 msec) to be enhanced over the occipital cortex contralateral to the attended visual field. In Figure 5, ERPs from right and left temporal (T5/6) and occipital (01/2) scalp sites were collapsed together according to whether attention was directed to the visual field ipsilateral vs. contralateral to the recording site. The
contralateral enhancement of the P1 is consistent with the hypothesis that spatially focussed attention acts to facilitate visual information coming from the attended location, whether the attended stimulus is presented unilaterally (as in previous studies) or is part of a larger, bilateral complex. This shift in P1 asymmetry to the contralateral hemisphere can be seen more clearly in the voltage topographical maps over the head of the the P1 elicited by bilateral, non-target arrays (Fig. 6): when attention was directed to the left letter pair, the P1 was larger over the right occipital cortex, and vice versa.

An even stronger index of lateralized attention was seen in the ERPs to the irrelevant "probe" flashes (Fig. 4, frame 4) that were flashed at random to either the right or left field. These rectangular flashes had nothing to do with the letter match task and did not disrupt it, but the P1 amplitude to the probes was greatly enlarged for probes presented to the attended versus unattended visual field (Fig. 7). This finding strongly supports the hypothesis that the P1 amplitude modulation reflects an early visual pathway facilitation, which enhances responses to task irrelevant rectangular flashes as well as to task-relevant letters. The strong spatial selection in this task was also manifested in the complete suppression of the subsequent "N2" wave (250 msec) associated with detection of task relevant targets for letter pairs in the unattended visual field (see Heinze et al., in press; Luck et al., in press).

Application: The finding that irrelevant probe ERPs are enlarged when the probes fall in an attended zone of visual space has important applications for studying how subjects allocate attention to visual displays. Based on our current results, it would be entirely feasible to set up a display (such as an instrument panel) in which all the locations where information appears are stimulated from time to time with irrelevant probe stimuli and ERPs are recorded. In this way one could assess whether the subject is maintaining a focussed state of attention, and what proportion of his or her attentional resources are being allocated to the various elements of the display, even during periods when no overt responses are produced.

A further set of studies (described in Hillyard et al., in press) was designed to examine the perceptual correlates of the focussing of attention to one half of a bilateral display. In this design, bilateral arrays of "nonsense" symbols were flashed in a rapid, random sequence. These symbols were chosen to eliminate the automatic perceptual recognition associated with letter or number stimuli. The subject's task was to focus attention to one side of the display and to observe each stimulus pair on that side so they could make a match/mismatch judgement with respect to a unilateral "probe" pair of symbols that occurred occasionally and unpredictably on either side.
As in the previous study, the probe (a relevant probe in this case) elicited a much larger P1 component when it occurred on the side where attention was focussed. Correlated with this P1 enhancement was a marked improvement in d' for matching the probe against the immediately preceding symbol pair in the attended field. These data indicate that focussing attention on one location within a bilateral display results in a relative improvement/degradation of information presented to attended/unattended portions of the display, which is indexed by a relative enhancement/suppression of the P1 wave over the contralateral visual cortex.

III: Overview of ERPs and Spatial Selective Attention

The studies supported by this contract have shown that the same pattern of early ERP facilitation (manifested in an enhanced P1 wave) is produced by spatially focussed attention in several different experimental contexts including: (1) sustained attention to one sequence of randomized unilateral stimuli while ignoring another (Mangun and Hillyard 1987, 1988; (2) trial by trial cueing of attention to a location where a unilateral stimulus is expected (Posner paradigm, Figs. 8 and 9) (Mangun et al., 1987); (3) sustained attention to one field while bilateral stimuli and unilateral probes are presented (Heinze et al., in press; Luck et al., in press). In each case, the stimulus or stimulus element falling upon the attended location elicits an enlarged P1 wave over the contralateral occipital scalp. The hypothesis that the spatial focussing of attention results in an early, non-stimulus-specific, boost of sensory information arising from the attended location is strongly supported by these data and is congruent with behavioral studies showing an improvement in d' for detecting and recognizing attended-location stimuli (Downing 1988).

IV: Appended Manuscript

A more detailed presentation of some of the above discussed results is given in the appended manuscript:

Electrophysiology of Visual Attention

(S.A. Hillyard, G.R. Mangun, S.J. Luck and H.J. Heinze)

Prepared for Conference on Machinery of Mind

To be published by Birkhausen, Boston.
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The ability of human observers to deploy their attention rapidly to the most important parts of a visual scene has important consequences for perception. A rapidly expanding research literature has established that stimuli positioned at or near an attended location in the visual field are processed more efficiently than are stimuli at some distance from the focus of attention (for recent reviews see Ericksen and Yeh 1985; Prinzmetal et al., 1986). The enhanced processing of attended events may take the form of improved detectability for faint stimuli, improved discriminability of stimulus features and patterns, or speeded motor responses to expected targets. This attentional process has been likened to a focal "spotlight" or "zoom lens" that facilitates the processing of stimuli within a circumscribed zone around the attended locus. In some cases, however, the zone of facilitation may take the form of a broader "gradient" of attention that is maximal at the attended location and drops off gradually across the visual field (e.g., Schulman et al 1986). These facilitatory effects are not a consequence of eye movements towards the attended location, which must be strictly controlled in a proper experimental design.

Despite the recent surge of experimental interest in visual-spatial attention, many of its fundamental mechanisms remain poorly understood. At the most basic level, there is a controversy regarding the extent to which moving attention to a location results in an actual improvement in the quality of sensory information taken in versus the extent to which it alters the decision criterion responding to attended or expected events (Shaw 1984; Sperling 1984). This is a version of the traditional "early" versus "late" selection issue--does attention actually modulate the flow of sensory information at a relatively early level of processing or does it bias higher recognition and decision systems to favor specific inputs?

Electrophysiological studies in human subjects are playing an increasing role in the analysis of attentional processes (for reviews see Harter and Aine 1984; Hillyard and Picton 1987). In particular, recordings of event-related potentials (ERPs) can reveal the precise time course of neural events at successive stages of sensory processing. ERPs are voltage fluctuations recorded from the scalp that are time-locked to sensory, motor or cognitive processes and are characterized by particular latencies, polarities, waveshapes and scalp distributions. These voltage fields reflect the synchronous activity of neuronal populations engaged in information transactions in different brain regions. Thus, recordings of ERPs to attended and unattended stimuli can reveal the timing of stimulus selection processes and provide an indication of the anatomical location of the underlying neuronal processes. During visual-spatial selective attention, for example, relatively short-latency ERP components (75-150 msec latency) evoked by attended-location stimuli show
substantial amplitude enhancements at scalp sites that overlie visual cortical areas. Such information has obvious relevance to the question of whether spatial attention improves visual encoding and perceptual accuracy.

ERPs elicited by visual stimuli consist of a series of positive and negative voltage deflections that have characteristic latencies and morphologies (Figure 1). Over posterior scalp these include the P1 (peaking between 100-140 msec), N1 (160-200 msec), P2 (220-250 msec) and N2 (260-300 msec) waves. These ERP peaks are sensitive to the spatial focussing of attention, with attended-location stimuli evoking larger P1, N1, N2 (and sometimes P2) amplitudes, as compared to when attention is directed elsewhere (e.g., Eason et al., 1969; Eason 1981; Harter et al., 1982; Hillyard and Munte 1984; Neville and Lawson 1987; Rugg et al., 1987). The early attention effects on the P1 and N1 waves are manifested as amplitude enhancements of the ERP peaks and are usually largest at scalp sites overlying visual cortex; typically these amplitude modulations do not include any changes in the ERP waveshapes or scalp topographies. Further, the P1 and N1 amplitude changes are essentially equivalent for tasks in which attention is cued to a location on a trial-by-trial basis (Mangun, Hansen and Hillyard 1987) or is sustained at one location throughout a sequence of stimuli (e.g., Hillyard and Munte 1984; Mangun and Hillyard 1988).

This pattern of ERP results is consistent with an attentional mechanism of early sensory gating or "gain control" that is mediated by descending neural influences upon the afferent sensory pathways (Eason 1981; Hillyard and Mangun 1987). This early "gain boost" in the transmission of attended signals presumably underlies the improved perceptual accuracy observed for attended targets and forms at least part of the neural basis of the "attentional spotlight". The precise location in the visual pathway of this selection mechanism is uncertain, but the scalp maximum of the P1 peak (90-140 msec latency) is at lateral occipital scalp sites that approximately overlie extrastriate visual cortical areas 18 and 19 (Mangun and Hillyard 1988; in press).

The early P1 and N1 amplitude modulations are unique to spatial attention. Different patterns of ERP components are found in association with selective attention to other stimulus features such as color, spatial frequency, orientation or shape, as well as various conjunctions of these features. The predominant ERP response to these non-spatial features when attended is a distinctive broad negative component ("selection negativity") beginning at 150-200 msec and extending until 300-400 msec (Harter et al., 1982; Harter and Aine 1984). Interestingly, ERP evidence suggests that selection of features such as color or form appears to be hierarchically dependent upon the prior selection for location (Hillyard and Munte 1984). This capability of
spatially focussed attention to control the analysis of other stimulus features provides strong support for "early selection" models of attention. This result is also in line with recent evidence that spatial attention can gate the registration of simple feature information (Kahneman and Treisman 1984; Prinzmetal et al., 1986).

During both spatial and non-spatial selective attention, the ultimate identification of task-relevant target stimuli triggers a P300 component onsetting at 200-300 msec, which is absent if the target is "missed" (e.g., Coles et al., 1985; Hansen and Hillyard 1983; Donchin et al., 1986; Wijers et al., 1987). Thus, ERPs provide a window into the entire range of early and late stimulus selections throughout the interval 75-300 msec, well before the occurrence of the discriminative motor responses that form the main data base for behavioral investigations.

Current Source Density Analyses

In order to localize the neural generators of attention-sensitive ERP activity more precisely, we have employed two-dimensional current source density (CSD) analysis from multichannel scalp recordings. CSDs can be obtained by placing electrodes in a geometrical grid such that each electrode sits in the center of a square comprised of four neighboring electrodes (i.e., a LaPlacean montage). By subtracting the average voltage of the four neighboring electrodes from the voltage of the central electrode, an estimate can be obtained of the instantaneous brain electrical current flowing perpendicularly to the scalp at that location (MacKay 1984; Mitzdorf 1985). By mapping the distribution of the perpendicular currents over the electrode array, the neural generators producing the current flows can be localized within the underlying cortical areas. The CSD analysis is better suited to localizing cortical generators than is simple voltage mapping, since the current-flow calculations are reference-free and specifically emphasize superficial rather than deep sources (Srebro 1987; Pernier et al., 1988).

An example of such a CSD mapping is shown in Figure 2 for the P1 component (100-120 msec) elicited by small rectangular flashes of light in the upper left quadrant of the visual field. In this experiment, rectangles were flashed to the four quadrants of the visual fields (c.a. 6 degrees from fixation) in random order at interstimulus intervals of 250-450 msec. The subject's task was to attend selectively to the stimuli at one of the four locations and press a button upon detecting infrequent "target" stimuli (slightly smaller rectangles) at that location. As is usual in this type of experiment, the P1 component showed amplitude enhancement for flashes at attended locations while maintaining its contralateral, posterior scalp distribution (Mangun and Hillyard 1988, in press).
The map on the left side of Figure 2 shows the voltage topography of the P1 wave, and the smaller map on the right shows the topography of the current source density obtained from the 12 Laplacean montages located over posterior scalp. A sharply focussed current source is seen over the right (contralateral) occipital area, with a smaller source appearing in a mirror image location over the left hemisphere. By relating the scalp electrode sites to underlying cortical areas (Homan et al., 1987) we have suggested that the source for the attention-sensitive P1 wave may be in the lateral pre-striate cortex (Mangun and Hillyard, in press).

In monkeys, the lateral pre-striate cortex contains areas V2, VP, and V4, which analyze form and color information received from striate cortex and project outputs to inferior temporal cortex (DeYoe and Van Essen 1988). There are some intriguing correspondences between the P1 component in humans and neural activity recorded from area V4 in monkeys. The latencies of V4 units in macaques range from 70-90 msec (Robinson and Rugg 1988), which is in line with onset latencies of 80-100 msec (depending on stimulus brightness and eccentricity) for the human P1. In addition, Desimone and associates have found that unit activity in the monkey area V4 (but not V1 or V2) is sensitive to whether or not attention is being paid to the location of the evoking stimulus (Moran and Desimone 1985; Spitzer et al., 1988). On the basis of available scalp recorded data in humans, however, it would be premature to conclude that the P1 component reflects neural activity and attentional control in the human homologue of area V4. It is possible that the attentional control manifested in the P1 over pre-striate areas is actually imposed at an earlier level of the visual pathway (cf. Eason 1981). Further work is required, to bring these lines of research in humans and monkeys together.

Selective Attention to Bilateral Stimulus Arrays

The studies of visual-spatial attention reviewed above and elsewhere in the literature (Harter and Aine 1984; Mangun and Hillyard, in press) all presented random sequences of stimuli, one at a time, to attended and unattended locations. Although paying attention to such stimuli produces robust enhancement of early ERP components (P1 and N1), it is not clear that such conditions are optimal for producing attentional selectivity. Since the appearance of a single stimulus in an otherwise "empty" visual field tends to draw attention to its location whether it is attended or not (Jonides 1981; Posner and Cohen 1984), it is not surprising that a strong selective attentional set may be difficult to maintain when isolated events are regularly presented to unattended locations (Muller and Rabbit 1988).
Behavioral studies have obtained stronger and more consistent attention effects (i.e., differential processing of attended and unattended elements) in situations where a multi-element display (e.g., a ring of letters) is presented, and the subject's attention is pre-cued to one location within the display. Under these conditions, subjects are faster and more accurate at identifying stimuli such as letters in the attended (cued) portion of the display (Jonides 1981; Eriksen and Yeh 1985). Further, it should be noted that multi-element stimulus arrays are more realistic representations of the visual scenes encountered in everyday experience.

In a recent study (Heinze et al. in press), we recorded ERPs to bilateral stimulus arrays and unilateral "probes" presented in a rapid, random sequences while subjects attended exclusively to the right or left visual field portions of the display. ERPs to the bilateral arrays exhibited P1 components of enhanced amplitude over the occipital scalp contralateral to the attended visual field. Such a finding was interpreted as evidence that the visual pathways carrying information from the attended portion of the bilateral arrays were relatively facilitated. These findings established that focal attention within bilateral, multi-element stimulus arrays can be indexed by electrophysiological measures. Further, these data suggest a means by which ERP and behavioral paradigms can be combined to investigate the relationship between ERP amplitude and perceptual sensitivity in a highly focussed attentional task.

Figure 3 illustrates the stimulus sequence used in a subsequent study that was designed to investigate the relationship between ERP amplitudes and perceptual sensitivity (d') during focussed attention within a bilateral stimulus display. Stimuli consisted of a rapidly flashed sequence (350-700 msec ISI) of bilateral arrays of symbols (4.7 deg. eccentricity) that were randomly interspersed with unilateral symbol pairs presented unpredictably to the left or right visual field. A masking stimulus immediately followed the unilateral symbols. While maintaining fixation centrally (verified with EOG and infrared scleral reflective monitoring), subjects were instructed prior to each run to attend exclusively to the left- or right-side pairs of symbols in the bilateral arrays in order to discriminate and memorize the symbols presented on that side. When the unilateral stimulus was flashed (in either visual field), the subjects' task was to determine whether those unilateral symbols were the same (target) or different (non-target) from the symbol pair on the attended side of the immediately preceding array. Subjects indicated targets with a right-hand button press. ERPs and detection scores were obtained for the stimuli separately as a function of attend-left or attend-right condition.

The aim of this study was to create a stable, focussed attentional bias to one-half of the display by requiring
discrimination and memorization of attended-side symbols, and then to compare discrimination accuracy (and its ERP correlates) for the unilateral stimuli falling within versus outside of the focus of attention. Significantly, the design allowed us to assess whether or not the subjects' attention was focussed at the to-be-attended location immediately prior to onset of the unilateral stimulus. This was possible because in order for the subject to identify a unilateral stimulus as a target or non-target they had to know what symbols had preceded it on the attended side. The discrimination of the symbols on one side of the bilateral array was adjusted so as to be too difficult to allow subjects to divide their attention between left and right sides of the display. Thus, if a target was correctly detected we could infer that the subject had been selectively attending to the designated location prior to unilateral stimulus onset.

The effect of lateralized attention in the ERPs to bilateral stimuli was an increase in positivity over the occipital scalp contralateral to the attended visual half-field \( (p<.01) \) (Figure 4). The onset of this effect coincided with that of the visual P1 component and the effect was maximal at the occipital scalp sites. Figure 5 shows the ERPs elicited by the unilateral target stimuli that were correctly detected; these data are collapsed over left and right scalp sites to yield waveforms for contralateral and ipsilateral scalp sites relative to stimulus location. Significant attention-related differences included a positive deflection onsetting at 60-80 msec over contralateral occipital scalp sites \( (p<.01) \) and an increased negativity in response to attended-side targets over parietal, central and frontal scalp sites bilaterally \( (p<.01) \). Attentional difference waves for the unilateral targets were computed by subtracting the unattended ERPs from the attended waveforms (Figure 6). The early attention effect over contralateral occipital scalp is seen to be a broad positivity that continues until approximately 300 msec post-stimulus. Thus, as in the Heinze et al (in press) study, the attention effects for both bilateral and unilateral stimuli appear as positive shifts over contralateral occipital scalp that are not followed at those sites by an N1 attention effect as is typically seen in experiments using randomized sequences of unilateral stimuli.

The target detection measures \( (d' \text{ and beta}) \) are summarized in Figure 7. The \( d' \) scores for the unilateral stimuli were significantly higher when they occurred in the attended versus unattended half-field \( (p<.001) \). Measures of response criteria tended towards larger values for the unattended-side targets, but this difference did not reach statistical significance \( (p> .10) \).

Together, these findings support the hypothesis that spatial selective attention modulates the flow of information in the visual pathways. The ERP data suggest that this effect begins as early as 60-80 msec post-stimulus and is localized over lateral
occipital scalp sites contralateral to the attended stimulus field. These attention-related alterations in sensory processing appear to improve perceptual representations of the attended location stimuli, as reflected in the higher signal detection scores for those events (c.f. Downing 1988).

Selective Attention and Feature Detection

Multi-element stimulus arrays can also be employed to study the effects of spatial selective attention on feature detection. When an object contains a simple visual feature that distinguishes it from the rest of the visual scene, it appears to "pop out" from the display and can be detected effortlessly. Several authors have suggested that simple features such as color are detected automatically and preattentively, and that this automatic feature detection process may provide the basis for texture segregation (e.g., Julesz, 1984; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). It has proven difficult to assess the automaticity of pop-out detection with behavioral measures, however, because it is usually necessary to make a stimulus task-relevant in order to elicit a behavioral response. The ERP technique can be quite useful in cases such as this, because ERPs allow the assessment of cognitive processing in the absence of any overt responses.

Luck and Hillyard (1988) used ERPs to provide evidence that pop-outs are indeed detected automatically. In this study, subjects were presented with arrays of 8 randomly-positioned items, one of which (i.e., the pop-out) differed from the others on 50% of trials. The background items were small, blue, vertical rectangles, and the pop-out item differed by virtue of being either green, horizontal, or larger in size. For each block of stimuli, one of the pop-out types was designated the target that required a right hand response and the other two pop-out types were grouped with the non-pop-out stimuli as non-targets (left hand response). Despite the fact that the non-target pop-out arrays did not need to be distinguished from the non-pop-out arrays, the former elicited a larger N2 wave over anterior electrode sites, as shown in Figure 8. The presence of this anterior N2 provides evidence that a pop-out may register automatically even when its discrimination is not explicitly required. The target arrays elicited both an enhanced anterior N2 and a broadly distributed late positive (P3) component.

An additional experiment was conducted to determine whether the detection of pop-out items can be affected by spatial selective attention (Luck & Hillyard, 1989). In this experiment, the stimulus arrays consisted of 12 randomly-positioned items, 6 in each visual field. As in the previous experiment, the background items were blue vertical rectangles, and a single pop-out item was present on 50% of trials. The pop-out item could be either a green vertical rectangle or a blue horizontal rectangle, and could occur at random on either the left or right side. For each
block of stimuli, one of the two types of pop-out stimuli was designated relevant, and the subject was instructed to attend to one side of the display and to respond only when the relevant pop-out occurred on that side. Each block of trials therefore contained some arrays with a relevant pop-out item (25%), some with an irrelevant pop-out item (25%), and some with no pop-out (50%). In order to increase task difficulty and thereby create a need for attentional selectivity, the stimuli were presented at a faster rate than in the previous experiment (750 msec average interstimulus interval, compared to 1500 msec in Luck and Hill- yard, 1988).

The effects of spatial selective attention are displayed for the no pop-out arrays in Figure 9. As in the previously described experiment (Fig. 4), the bilateral arrays elicited a broad positivity that was largest at posterior scalp sites contralateral to the attended side; this asymmetry was present for all stimulus types. The later phase of the attention effect was more anteriorly distributed than the earlier phase, suggesting that it may actually consist of two overlapping positive deflections, the earlier possibly representing a modulation of the exogenous P1 wave. In any case, these data indicate that the attended and unattended sides of the stimulus arrays were differentially processed beginning as early as 65 msec post-stimulus.

A key question in this experiment was whether or not pop-out stimuli in the unattended field would be discriminated as indexed by altered ERP components, such as the anterior N2 elicited by task-irrelevant pop-outs in the previous experiment. As shown in Figure 10A, the ERP waveform elicited by irrelevant pop-out in the unattended hemifield is identical to the ERP waveform for the no pop-out stimulus, while the same irrelevant pop-out stimulus elicited an enlarged anterior N2 component when it occurred on the attended side (Figure 10B). This indicates that spatial selective attention can suppress the processing of task-irrelevant pop-outs, at least insofar as this processing is reflected by the anterior N2 component.

One possible explanation for this suppression of pop-out information would be that stimulus information from the unattended side is suppressed at an early level, to such an extent that the degraded information is not sufficient for later processing systems to detect the pop-out. If this explanation were correct, then the detection of relevant pop-outs occurring in unattended locations should have been suppressed as well. However, relevant pop-outs on the unattended side did elicit an enlarged anterior N2 component (Figure 10C), indicating that these pop-outs were detected even though they occurred in an unattended location. Since an early degradation of information from the unattended side should have affected both types of pop-outs, the suppression of the N2 effect only for the irrelevant
pop-out suggests that higher, feature-specific selection processes must be involved as well in detecting the relevant pop-outs.

Considered together, these results indicate that spatial selective attention may affect several levels of visual processing. The existence of an early selection process based on location alone is implicated by the finding that all stimuli elicited a positivity over contralateral visual cortex beginning around 65 msec, regardless of whether the stimulus array contained a pop-out item. As described above (Figure 7), this spatial filtering process may alter the quality of sensory processing for attended versus unattended stimuli, as reflected in the \( d' \) measure of perceptual sensitivity. In addition, the presence of an anterior N2 enlargement for relevant, but not irrelevant, pop-outs in the unattended half of the array suggests that higher order feature analyses that lead to pop-out detection may also be affected by attention.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. ERPs (middle) and topographic voltage maps (bottom) elicited by right visual field stimuli (top) under different conditions of attention. Stimuli were flashed to the right and left visual fields in random order, and the task was to attend selectively to one field at a time in order to detect infrequent targets occurring within the stimulus stream on that side. Fixation was maintained on a central point (+). ERPs to the right stimuli are shown when attended (solid) and unattended (dotted) (stimulus onset at t=0, and tick marks every 100 msec). The early P1 and N1 components were of greater amplitude when the eliciting stimuli were attended. Topographic voltage maps show the P1 (108 msec) scalp distribution over the head when the eliciting stimuli were attended (left side) and when ignored (right side). Note that, the location of the scalp voltage maximum remains over lateral occipital scalp sites contralateral to the visual field of the stimulus. Positive voltages represented by solid and dot-dash lines, negative by dotted, and zero potential by dashed line; each contour represents voltage increment of 0.20 microvolts. The view is from slightly behind and above; thus, the frontal pole is at the top and the inion at the bottom of each "head".

Figure 2. Topographic voltage map of the P1 component elicited by upper left visual field stimuli (left). Data from 29 scalp electrodes were employed using a four-nearest neighbor interpolation algorithm to derive the isopotential contours. The scalp voltage maximum is seen to be over the lateral occipital scalp of the right hemisphere with a weaker second focus visible over the ipsilateral, left occipital scalp. Topographic maps of the CSD are shown at right. CSDs were computed from the voltage data by subtracting the average of the four neighboring electrodes from the value of the central electrode in each of twelve possible Laplacean electrode montages over posterior scalp. Values are scaled as percent of maximum minus minimum values. The CSD maps show a scalp current source at the same contralateral right occipital site as the voltage maximum, a weaker ipsilateral source, and a current sink located between the two at the midline.

Figure 3. Diagram of the stimulus sequence viewed by the subjects. Bilateral pairs of symbols were flashed (top 3 panels) and interspersed with unilateral pairs of symbols (targets, 4th panel) that were bordered on top and bottom by red rectangles; the unilateral symbols were followed by a mask (5th panel). Subjects were instructed to attend to and discriminate the symbols on one side of the bilateral array for the duration of each run (less than 1 min). Whenever unilateral stimuli were flashed, subjects had to press a button if the unilateral pair was identical to the pair on the attended side of the preceding array. Thus, the unilateral pair in the figure would be a target requiring a
response if the attention condition was "attend left" but not if it was "attend right".

**Figure 4.** Grand average ERPs (N=8 subjects) to bilateral stimuli under attend left (solid) and attend right (dotted conditions). Recordings are from left (F3, P3, OL) and right (F4, P4, OR) frontal, parietal and occipital scalp sites. Over the right occipital scalp (OR) the P1 component was largest when the subjects attended the left visual field, whereas over left occipital scalp (OL), the P1 was largest when subjects attended the right visual field.

**Figure 5.** Grand average ERPs (N=8) to unilateral stimuli when subjects attended to the side on which the unilateral stimulus was flashed (solid) and when they attended the opposite side (dotted). ERPs are collapsed across visual field of stimulus and hemisphere of recording to yield contralateral and ipsilateral recordings with respect to visual field of stimulus. The effect of attention was an amplitude enhancement of the occipital P1 component contralaterally and an increase in the frontal and central N150 component bilaterally. No attentional enhancement of the occipital N1 was observed (compare to Figure 1).

**Figure 6.** Attentional difference waves obtained by subtracting the unattended waveforms from the attended waveforms of Figure 5. The effect of lateralized attention is seen as a broad positive deflection over contralateral occipital scalp. The positivity began at 60-80 msec and continued until after 300 msec. Over ipsilateral occipital scalp the attention effect can be seen as a slow negative deflection that onsets slightly later (c.a. 130 msec).

**Figure 7.** Bargraphs of d' (top) and Beta (bottom) scores for left and right visual field targets when they occurred on the attended side (striped) and on the unattended side (solid). The d' scores were significantly higher for the detection of unilateral targets flashed to the attended side. Beta scores were not significantly different for attended or unattended sides.

**Figure 8.** Grand average ERPs (N=12 subjects) elicited by no pop-out (solid), non-target pop-out (dashed), and target pop-out (dotted) stimulus arrays in the experiment of Luck & Hillyard (1988). These ERPs were averaged over left and right frontal electrode sites.

**Figure 9.** Grand average ERPs (N=12 subjects) elicited by no pop-out stimuli at temporal electrode sites ipsilateral (solid) or contralateral (dashed) to the attended visual field, averaged over attend-left and attend-right conditions (from Luck & Hillyard, 1989).

**Figure 10.** Comparison of grand average ERPs elicited by no pop-
out stimuli (solid) and four types of pop-out stimuli (dashed): A) Irrelevant pop-out on the unattended side; B) Irrelevant pop-out on the attended side; C) Relevant pop-out on the unattended side; D) Relevant pop-out on the attended side. These ERPs were averaged over left and right frontal electrode sites and collapsed across target pop-out type and direction of attention.
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